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D
esign aficionados from around the world
flock to a six-block stretch of Sacramento
Street in San Francisco’s tony Presidio
Heights to visit a host of interiors shops
that are renowned for their expertly
curated collections, including Sue Fisher

King, Kendall Wilkinson Home, and Anthem.
To that impressive mix comes BaBoo, the brainchild of Galit

Chay. “I grew up just outside Tel Aviv and knew at an early age

that I was attracted to the beautiful and the unique,” recalls Chay.
“When all of the other kids wanted to wear the same brands,
I was forever on the hunt for something very different, some-
thing unexpected.”
That quest still drives Chay to this day. “Now I finally have

a place to sharemy discoveries,” she notes of BaBoowith its spare,
gallery-style space. Sprinkled throughout the boutique are glit-
tering, one-of-a-kind lamps and lighting fixtures that draw
passersby in droves. The fixtures combine elements of Oriental,
Baroque, andmodern design. “They are crafted by the artists Elie
Sagi and Billy Berger in Israel,” notes Chay. “Sagi and Berger regu-
larly visit Venice, Paris, Brussels, Milan, and Istanbul to seek out
high-quality materials, fromVenetian silk and glass to Swarovski
beads and exotic brass fixtures. They’ve developed special meth-
ods of printing customized abstract patterns, and the results are
extraordinary.”�
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Israeli-born Galit Chay brings
international flair to San Francisco’s
Sacramento Street.
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Once you’ve been dazzled by the lamps, your eyes
are drawn to whimsical wire sculptures, striking pho-
tographs, and bold chairs and stools in vibrant colors
with seats and backs crafted entirely fromwoven yarn.
“These are some of my favorite pieces,” admits Chay.
“They are made by a firm called Gaga &Design. Their
team is always looking for the right balance between
beautiful objects and functional furniture, playing
with textile material and visual weight. They’ve taken
traditional Japanese weaving methods and improved
upon them. The versatile chairs can be used indoors
and out.”

In addition to furnishings and art, Chay carries
an intimate selection of jewelry crafted in 18-karat
gold by Tovi Farber. “I never takemy Tovi ring
off,” says Chay, who fell in love with the
designer’s pieces over a decade ago. “They are
handcrafted and have an amazing textural
quality about them.”
Chay likens a visit to BaBoo to “a refreshing

journey off themain road. Think of the best trips when
you find a hidden gem of a street or a little alley with charming cafes
and sights. I want BaBoo to provide that wonderful feeling—to be a
welcome surprise.” www.baboosf.com �
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Beautiful handmade goods at
BaBoo, including a chair by
Gaga & Design, light by BaBoo,
and 18-karat jewelry by Tovi Farber.

One of
Kinda


